E QU I T I E S

The buy-write strategy versus
the index portfolio
New research by ELVIS JARNECIC suggests that a buy-write
strategy generates a higher return than the index portfolio.
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haley (2002) argues that
the portfolio insurance
needs of fund managers
create excess demand for
index put options which drives up their
price. This in turn drives up the price
(and implied volatility) of index calls
because of arbitrage activity related to
the put-call parity relationship. 1
Consistent with this proposition,
Whaley (2002) demonstrates that
the implied volatility of index calls is
greater than historic volatility. The
implication of this finding is that
index call options are over-priced by
the market, and hence strategies
seeking to exploit this anomaly
should prove profitable.
Whaley (2002) tests one such strategy
based on US data. He examines the
profitability of a buy-write strategy
involving the purchase of the portfolio
underlying the S&P 500 index and
simultaneously writing a just out-ofthe-money S&P 500 index call
option traded on the Chicago Board
Operations Exchange (CBOE).
The study demonstrates that such a
passive buy-write strategy, on average,
generated positive risk-adjusted returns
over the period June 1988 to December
2001, both before and after controlling
for the cost of trading the option. It
appears that the strategy is so popular
and successful in the US that it has
spawned an index which is produced
by the CBOE that can be used by
option portfolio managers to
benchmark the performance of buywrite option strategies in general.
Research based on the Australian
market also provides some evidence
that the implied standard deviation of
call options on index futures is greater
than realised volatility (see for example
Brace and Hodgson, 1991).This suggests
that index call options are over-priced.

Given this, it is likely that a buy-write
strategy could also prove profitable in
Australia. This study replicates Whaley
(2002) in an Australian environment
by examining the profitability of a
buy-write strategy involving the
purchase of the portfolio underlying
the S&P/ASX 200 and simultaneously
writing just out-of-the-money S&P/ASX
200 options.
Institutional detail
The All Ordinaries index was the main
benchmark for securities trading on the
Australian Stock Exchange until 31
March, 2000. The All Ordinaries Index
covered approximately 300 of the
largest stocks on the ASX at the time.
On 31 March, 2000 a new family of
indices was introduced by S&P and
ASX, and the main institutional
benchmarks became the S&P/ASX 200
and S&P/ASX 300 indices. Options on
the S&P/ASX 200 were first listed on
the ASX in March, 2000.2 The expiry
day of ASX call options is the third
Friday of the contract month, and
providing this is a trading day,
trading ceases the day prior.
The options are cash settled using
the opening price index calculation on
expiry day. In order to obtain a greater
sample size, SPI options listed on the
SFE were used to proxy for S&P/ASX
200 options prior to the year 2000.
Turnover of ASX equities, together
with the volume of equity options
traded on the ASX, are depicted in
Figure 1. Figure 1 illustrates that since
the introduction of index options in
1985, turnover in ASX equities has
increased from $22 billion to $542
billion. At the same time, trading in
equity options including index options
has increased strongly to 16.8 million
contracts traded in 2002.
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Data and method
This study examines the profitability of
buy-write strategies over the period 31
December 1987 to 31 December 2002.
The index data available for this study
was downloaded from the S&P website,
while the options data available for this
study was extracted from the Australian
Financial Review (SPI options data was
downloaded from the SFE website).3
Expiration dates were provided by
the ASX.
For each quarterly expiration date,4
the following were extracted from the
data files:
1) the exercise price and closing price
for the just out-of-the-money,
nearest to maturity SPI option
contract up until March 2000, after
which values for the S&P/ASX 200
option contract;
2) the settlement price of the expiring
option contract (index value); and
3) the value of the All Ordinaries
Accumulation Index up until June,
2000, after which values of the
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index.
These data were cross-checked against
values reported in the Australian
Financial Review for accuracy. Bank
Accepted Bill rates were also used in
analysis, and these were sourced from
the Reserve Bank of Australia website.

In constructing the return on the
buy-write strategy, we follow Whaley
(2002) very closely, merely taking into
account the peculiarities of the
Australian market. The return on the
Buy-Write strategy was calculated by
assuming that the index portfolio is
purchased and a just out-of-the-money
index call option written each quarter
and held to expiration. The following
expression was used to calculate the
quarterly returns on the buy-write
strategy:
Rt= AIt – AIt–1 – (Ct – Ct–1)
AIt–1 – Ct–1

calculated as follows:
Sharpe Ratio =

Rp – Rf
σ
ˆp

where the numerator is the difference
in the mean buy-write return less the
mean BAB return, and the denominator
is the standard deviation of buy-write
returns.7
Jensen’s Alpha is calculated by
regressing excess returns on the buywrite portfolio against excess returns on
the Accumulation Index as follows:

(1)

where:
AIt = the level of the Accumulation
Index on day t
Ct = the price of the just-out-of the
money index call option on day t.5
The return on the buy-write strategy
is compared to the return on the
Accumulation Index, as well as the
return on a strategy involving the
purchase of a 90 day BAB which is held
to expiration.
Similar to Whaley (2002) we also
calculate a total risk-adjusted measure
of performance and a beta risk-adjusted
measure of performance of the buywrite strategy.6 Specifically, we calculate
a Sharpe ratio and Jensens alpha,
respectively. The Sharpe ratio is

Rp,t – Rf,t = αp + βp(Rm,t – Rf,t) + εp,t
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Results
Table 2 below describes the quarterly
returns on the buy-write strategy, and
compares it to returns on the
Accumulation Index and BABs over the
period December 1987 to 31 December
2002. The return on the buy-write
portfolio has averaged 2.96 per cent per
quarter or approximately 11.83 per cent
per annum. In contrast the index
TABLE 1 ASX TURNOVER OPTIONS
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Contract
Volume
474,846
516,528
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16,681,248
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The regression co-efficient αp captures
the systematic performance in the buywrite strategy after adjusting for the
beta risk (βp) of the strategy.

$ million

FIGURE 1 TURNOVER ON ASX (EQUITIES) AND VOLUME IN ASX OPTIONS
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portfolio returned 2.40 per cent per
quarter or approximately 9.59 per cent
per annum. Furthermore, the total risk
(standard deviation) of the buy-write
portfolio is smaller than the total
risk of the index portfolio (5.78%
and 6.15% respectively).
Quite clearly, on average, the riskreturn characteristics of the buy-write

portfolio dominate the index portfolio.
The third column, which compares the
performance of the buy-write portfolio
to the index portfolio on a quarterly
basis confirms this. Moreover, the
results also suggest that the return on
the buy-write portfolio exceeded the
return on the index portfolio in 87
percent of months (52 of 60 months).

TABLE 2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Buy-Write Portfolio Return, Accumulation Index Return, Buy-Write Abnormal Performance
(Buy-Write Return less Accumulation Index Return) and BAB Return
Buy-Write
Portfolio
Performance
Relative to
Index

All Ordinaries/
S&P/ASX200
Accumulation
Index

Buy-Write
Portfolio
Quarterly Returns
Number of Quarters
60
Mean
2.96%
Median
2.47%
Standard Deviation 5.78%
Skewness
-0.15
Kurtosis
-0.40
Max
14.04%
Min
-11.79%
n%>0

BAB
Return

60
2.40%
1.93%
6.15%
-0.03
-0.49
13.79%
-12.60%

60
0.56%
0.65%
0.74%
-0.95
2.22
2.04%
-1.96%
86.67%

60
1.98%
1.52%
1.00%
1.32
0.55
4.53%
1.05%

9.59%

2.23%

7.93%

Annual Returns
11.83%

FIGURE 2 DISTRIBUTION OF ACCUMULATION INDEX AND BUY-WRITE
STRATEGY RETURNS
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>-0.08>=-0.07

>-0.13>=-0.12
>-0.12>=-0.11

>=-0.14
>-0.14>=-0.13

0

The results reported in Table 2 are
stronger than those reported in the US
market by Whaley (2002). Whaley finds
that while the index portfolio and the
buy-write portfolio generate returns
that are similar over the period June
1988 to December, 2001
(approximately 14 percent p.a.), the
standard deviation of returns on the
buy-write portfolio is smaller than the
standard deviation of returns on the
index portfolio. On an equivalent
quarterly basis, the standard deviation
of return on the index portfolio in the
US was 7.1% as compared to that of the
buy-write portfolio which stood at 4.5
per cent. Similar to the US market, the
results reported in Table 2 also suggest
that there is some negative skewness in
returns (propensity for negative returns
to occur greater than positive returns)
but it is considerably less than that
reported in Whaley (2002).
Figure 2 provides a graphical
representation of the distribution of
returns. Negative skewness does not
appear severe in the diagram.
Figure 3 provides a clear
representation of the wealth-effects
of investing in the index portfolio
relative to the buy-write strategy. The
graph illustrates the effect of investing
$1 in the index portfolio and $1 in the
buy-write portfolio in December 1987
through to December, 2002. Figure 3
clearly provides a visual representation
of the extent to which the buy-write
strategy outperformed the index
portfolio through time.
Table 3 confirms that the risk
adjusted performance of the buy-write
strategy is positive and significant. For
example, the estimated alpha is 0.006
or 0.58 per cent per quarter.
Interestingly, this is equivalent to
slightly less than 0.2% per month,
which is the risk-adjusted performance
reported by Whaley (2002) for the US
market. Similarly, the comparison of
Sharpe Ratios for the Accumulation
Index and buy-write portfolio confirms
that the risk-adjusted performance of
the buy-write strategy outperforms the
risk-adjusted performance of the index
portfolio.
Summary
This paper examines the performance
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of a buy-write strategy involving the
purchase of the index portfolio and
writing one just out-of-the-money
index call option for the Australian
market. The results confirm that the
buy-write strategy generates a higher
return than the index portfolio, and
the standard deviation of returns on
the buy-write portfolio is less than the
standard deviation of returns on the
index portfolio. On both a total risk
and beta-risk adjusted basis, the buywrite strategy outperforms the index
portfolio. Consistent with Whaley
(2002) for the US market, we conclude
that a buy-write strategy appears to be
profitable in the Australian market.
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Notes
1 To understand this, note that the put
call parity relationship is as follows:
S + p = c + E/(1+r)-t
Where S is the spot price, p is the put
price, c is the price of an equivalent
(in terms of time to maturity and
exercise price) call, E is the exercise
price of the call, r is the risk free rate
and t is the time to maturity of the

TABLE 3 RISK-ADJUSTED PERFORMANCE
Buy-Write
Portfolio
Performance
0.168

Buy-Write
Portfolio Risk
0.058

0.006
7.3

0.93
72.7
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Index
Portfolio Risk
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>
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Sharpe Ratio

Accumulation
Index
Performance
0.067

FIGURE 3 PERFORMANCE INDEX – ACCUMULATION INDEX VERSUS
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2 The Australian Stock Exchange listed
options on the All Ordinaries Index
from 8 November 1999 to April 2000
after which they were no longer listed.
3 Futures options on the All Ordinaries
Index were first listed on the SFE in
June 1985. For options traded on SFE,
contract expiry quarters are March,
June, September and December. All
stock index options traded on SFE
have expired on the last business day
of the contract expiry month (since
June, 2003 the last trading day for the
SPI200 and SPI200 futures contracts is
the 3rd Thursday of the expiration
month), and the settlement price is the
closing value of the stock index.
Commencing with the December 2001
contract, the settlement price was an
index value based on the first traded
price of the component stocks of the
index on the expiration day.
4 Namely, the last business day of each
expiration month.
5 Because the options used in this
study are futures margined-style
options, unlike the options examined
in Whaley (2002), the proceeds from
writing the option are not available at
the time of sale. An additional set of
analysis was conducted assuming that
the denominator of equation (1) was
simply AIt-1, and the results were
virtually identical to those reported in
this paper.
6 Refer to Whaley (2002) for a
discussion of these different metrics
and also Frino and Gallagher (2001).
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Buy Write
Accumulation Index

option. Arbitrage implies that if the
combination of put and stock price
is worth more than the call plus the
present value of bonds, then you
would sell short puts and stock and buy
the call and bonds. This would put
upward pressure on the price of
the call.

7 While Whaley (2002) uses the
standard deviation of daily returns in
the calculation of the Sharpe Ratio,
Frino et al. (2000) argues for the use
of a high/low measure of volatility,
which is used in this study.
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Continued from page 21
diligence defence’ for contraventions of
the proposed civil penalties for breaches
of the continuous disclosure provisions.
We have also provided feedback to
Senator Conroy on the amendments that
Labor seeks to introduce into the Senate
when debate resumes in mid June. We
will continue to advocate the concerns of
our members and wider financial services
industry with the Government.
ASIC Speaks seminars rolled out
nationally over June 2004.
The new round of ASIC Speaks
seminars, occurring nationally during
June 2004, offered the opportunity to
take stock of the industry’s position
under Financial Services Reform (FSR)
and look at what lies ahead, and over
1,200 participants attended nationally.
While much of ASIC’s work in the
coming months will be operational
and compliance based, regulatory policy
building will continue, and ASIC is keen
to have feedback via interested industry
associations on outstanding issues, such
as product disclosure, fee disclosure
guidelines and developing model
documents that are consumer-focused

and encourage better consumer
understanding of what is required.

We look forward to seeing many of you
in September.

Second Australasian Investment
Management Conference set for
September 2004
Preparations for the second Australasian
Investment Management Conference
are well advanced. The conference is
being co-hosted with the CFA Institute
(formerly AIMR) and will be held at
the Four Seasons Hotel in Sydney on
16 and 17 September. A combination
of five plenary and fourteen technical
sessions in two streams will present the
latest financial research and portfolio
management topics from around
the world.
International speakers include:
Ron Liesching, Chief Research Officer,
Pareto Partners (UK); Donald H.
Straszheim, President, Straszheim Global
Advisors, Inc. (US); Joseph Tern CFA,
Deputy Chief Investment Officer, Legg
Mason Equities (Asia); and James W.
Ware CFA, The Focus Consulting Group.
For more information visit the
website www.securities.edu.au/aimc04

Record number of 2003 graduates
from Institute education courses
Regional graduation ceremonies
around the country during April 2004
saw a record 2,415 students graduate
from the Institute’s Masters, Graduate
Diploma and Diploma courses in
Applied Finance & Investment,
Financial Planning & Advising,
Financial Services and Mortgage
Lending. There were a total of 47
Masters graduates, 1,698 postgraduates
and 670 diploma course graduates.
Each ceremony was honoured by an
address from a distinguished speaker,
including Jeff Lucy, ASIC, in SA, the
Hon Terry Mackenroth, Deputy
Premier in Queensland, Ian Johnstone,
ASIC, in Victoria, Peter Morgan, 452
Capital Pty Ltd and Robert Coombe, BT
Financial Group, in NSW and Terry
Budge, BankWest, in WA. Highly
achieving students gave graduate
insights on their time as students on
behalf of their fellows.

Contribute to JASSA!
According to the 2004 JASSA readership survey, the 10 most popular topics of interest
across all respondents are as follows:
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investment strategies (95%)
securities analysis and markets (92%)
risk management (90%)
portfolio management (89%)
corporate finance (87%)
accounting, tax and legal issues (86%)
financial advising issues (85%)
superannuation (83%)
valuation (83%) and
derivatives (75%).

Contact Rosemary McLauchlan on (+62 2) 8248 7617 or via email
JASSAcontent@securities.edu.au to discuss your ideas for feature articles.
Visit the Institute’s website at www.securities.edu.au/members to download the
current JASSA Author Guidelines from the JASSA Online page.
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